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Question No : 1 

Which description is correct for a private VLAN community port with respect to Layer 2 communications?  

 

A. It communicates with all other community ports in the private VLAN domain.  

 

B. It communicates with only isolated ports in the private VLAN domain.  

 

C. It communicates only with other community ports in the same community and associated promiscuous 

ports.  

 

D. It communicates only with associated promiscuous and isolated ports.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 2 

Which three capabilities make the Cisco Nexus 7010 switch an effective solution for the data center core? 

(Choose three.)  

 

A. virtualization  

 

B. unified I/O  

 

C. support for 48-port Gb/s line card  

 

D. support for Data Center Service Modules  

 

E. high performance  

 

F. high availability  

 

Answer: B,E,F  

 

 

Question No : 3 

Which three flow-control port states lead to enabled link flow control? (Choose three.)  

 

A. Receive port: Enabled, Transmit port: Enabled  

 

B. Receive port: Enabled, Transmit port: Desired  
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C. Receive port: Enabled, Transmit port: Disabled  

 

D. Receive port: Disabled, Transmit port: Desired  

 

E. Receive port: Desired, Transmit port: Desired  

 

Answer: A,B,E 

 

 

Question No : 4 

Refer to the exhibit.  

 

Which statements are true about the subswitch ID that is filled in the header? (Choose three.)  

 

A. FabricPath switches running vPC use this field to identify the specific virtual switch.  

 

B. FabricPath switches running vPC+ use this field to identify the specific vPC+ PortChannel on which 

traffic is to be forwarded.  

 

C. The subswitch ID field is locally significant to each vPC+ switch pair.  

 

D. The subswitch ID field must be unique within the FabricPath domain.  

 

E. In the absence of vPC+, this field is set to 0.  

 

Answer: B,C,E  

 

 

Question No : 5 

Cisco NX-OS Software supports SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3. Both SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c use a 

community-based form of security. SNMPv3 provides secure access to devices by a combination of 

authenticating and encrypting frames over the network. Which security features are provided in Cisco 

NX-OS SNMPv3? (Choose three.)  

 

A. encryption—scrambles the packet contents to prevent them from being seen by unauthorized sources  

 

B. password—a password (community string) sent in clear text between a manager and agent for added 
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protection  

 

C. authentication—determines that the message is from a valid source  

 

D. message integrity—ensures that a packet has not been tampered with while it was in transit  

 

E. user—to determine if user authentication is used instead of community strings  

 

Answer: A,C,D  

 

 

Question No : 6 

The hardware and software configurations for vPC+ are similar to that of traditional vPC. What are the 

differences in the configuration of vPC+? (Choose three.)  

 

A. FabricPath switch ID must be configured under the vPC domain.  

 

B. Virtual switch ID of vPC+ must be configured under FabricPath domain.  

 

C. On Cisco Nexus 7000 Series Switch, F1 interfaces must be used as the vPC+ peer links.  

 

D. The vPC+ peer link must be configured as a Cisco FabricPath core port (switchport mode fabricpath).  

 

E. FabricPath subswitch ID must be configured under the vPC domain.  

 

Answer: A,C,D  

 

 

Question No : 7 

Which three statements describe the configuration change management feature in DCNM LAN? (Choose 

three.)  

 

A. Switch profiles allow configurations to be synchronized between switches and are supported with any 

Cisco NX-OS Software managed device.  

 

B. DCNM LAN can archive configurations from devices even if they are not managed by the DCNM server, 

and the administrator can supply the device management IP address and credentials.  

 

C. You can archive a maximum of 50 configuration versions per managed device.  

 

D. Managed devices must be licensed in DCNM LAN before they can be used with configuration change 

management.  
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E. Device-running configuration will be archived only if it differs from the last archived version.  

 

Answer: C,D,E  

 

 

Question No : 8 

Which statement is correct about the number of available QoS system classes in FCoE?  

 

A. It's hard-set and cannot be disabled  

 

B. It's configurable, with an upper limit of 16  

 

C. It's hard-set but cannot disable best-effort and Fibre Channel  

 

D. It's hard-set but can disable all but one class  

 

E. It's configurable with an upper limit of eight  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 9 

Which statement is true about The QoS Class Fibre Channel?  

 

A. Cannot be disabled  

 

B. Cannot have the CoS changed  

 

C. Can have "Packet Drop" enabled  

 

D. Is multicast optimized  

 

E. Can have the MTU changed  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 10 

After configuring FabricPath, the following appears in the syslog:  

%STP-2-L2GW_BACKBONE_BLOCK:  

L2 Gateway Backbone port inconsistency blocking port port-channel100 on VLAN0010.. 

What is the cause of this message?  
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A. STP must be disabled; message indicates that STP is enabled.  

 

B. STP is misconfigured; root guard must be disabled.  

 

C. An inferior BPDU is received on a Cisco FabricPath edge port.  

 

D. A superior BPDU is received on a Cisco FabricPath edge port.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 11 

Refer to the exhibit.  

 

The network administrator is seeing N7K-1 having issues with VLAN 11, and interface VLAN 11 is 

resetting, causing frequent HSRP state changes. Which two actions would reduce HSRP state changes? 

(Choose two.)  

 

A. On N7K-1, configure the HSRP extended hold timer to 180, extending the HSRP hello message hold 

time.  

 

B. On N7K-2, configure the HSRP extended hold timer to 180, extending the HSRP hello message hold 

time.  

 

C. On N7K-1, configure the pre-empt delay minimum to 180 in order to delay N7K-1 from taking over as 

the HSRP active router.  

 

D. On N7K-2, configure the pre-empt delay minimum to 180 in order to delay N7K-2 from taking over as 
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the HSRP active router.  

 

E. On N7K-2, increase the HSRP priority to 150.  

 

F. On N7K-2, decrease the HSRP priority to 50.  

 

Answer: C,E  

 

 

Question No : 12 

Nexus# conf t  

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.  

Nexus(config)# interface Loopback10 % Permission denied  

Nexus(config)# ? no Negate a command or set its defaults username Configure user information. end Go 

to exec mode exit Exit from command interpreter  

What is the reason why this user is not able to enter configuration commands?  

 

A. The user did not enter enable prior to going into configuration mode.  

 

B. The software license installed on Nexus is Layer 2 only, which does not allow the creation of Layer 3 

interfaces.  

 

C. The user RBAC role is set to network-operator.  

 

D. The user failed authentication and user access defaulted to read-only mode.  

 

E. The AAA server is currently not responding.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 13 

Which statement about SAN port channels configured on Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches is true?  

 

A. A single SAN port channel can have both Fibre Channel and virtual Fibre Channel interfaces.  

 

B. SAN port channels can include up to 16 interfaces.  

 

C. SAN port channels distribute traffic across all links in the port channel when source ID and destination 

ID load balancing are used.  

 

D. The links in SAN port channels can be connected to different sets of switches.  
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E. The On mode of operation means ports only operate as part of a SAN port channel or remain inactive.  

 

Answer: E  

 

 

Question No : 14 

Refer to the exhibit. 

 

Given this FCoE topology, host VFC interface and FC storage are in the same VSAN (VSAN 10). The 

VSAN is in the allow list for both ISLs. Both ISLs are up at 4 GB.  

Which command can be issued on the N5K command line to confirm that SCSI traffic from the host to the 

storage will flow across both links, as opposed to using only one link?  

 

A. show fspf traffic vsan 10  

 

B. show vsan 10  

 

C. show trunk protocol  

 

D. show fcroute unicast vsan 10  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 15 

Traffic drop for FCoE is experienced across a Nexus 5548 switch. What is a possible cause?  

 

A. Server's CNA does not support DCBX and PFC TLV was not negotiated.  

 

B. A "no-drop" class has not been configured for FCoE.  

 

C. The system is running with the default QOS policies.  

 

D. The link is oversubscribed.  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 16 

FabricPath brings the benefits of routing protocols to layer 2 network Ethernet environments. What are the 

advantages of using FabricPath technology? (Choose three.)  

 

A. FabricPath provides MAC address scalability with conversational learning  

 

B. Loop mitigation with TTL in the frame field  

 

C. STPl independence  

 

D. 10 Gbps bandwidth  

 

E. Layer 2 extensions between data centers  

 

Answer: A,B,C 

 

 

Question No : 17 

Cisco DCNM-LAN supports the configuration and monitoring of many Cisco NX-OS features, including 

which two of these Ethernet protocols? (Choose two.)  

 

A. GLBP  

 

B. HSRP  

 

C. IRDP  

 

D. VRRP  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 18 

SNMPv3 authorizes management operations only by configured users and encrypts SNMP messages. 

Which authentication protocols does Cisco NX-OS Software use for SNMPv3? (Choose two.)  

 

A. NMAC-SHA-96 authentication protocol  

 

B. HMAC-MD5-96 authentication protocol  

 

C. Community String Match protocol  

 

D. NMAC-MD5-96 authentication protocol  
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E. HMAC-SHA-96 authentication protocol  

 

Answer: B,E  

 

 

Question No : 19 

Virtual PortChannels (vPCs) allow links that are physically connected to two different Cisco switches to 

appear to a third downstream device as coming from a single device and as part of a single port channel. 

Which of the following are components of a Virtual PortChannel system? (Choose four)  

 

A. Two peer devices: the vPC peers of which one is primary and one is secondary and are part of a vPC 

domain.  

 

B. A Layer 3 Gigabit Ethernet link called peer-keepalive link to resolve dual-active scenarios  

 

C. A redundant 10 Gigabit Ethernet PortChannel called a peer link to carry traffic from one system to the 

other when needed  

 

D. vPC member ports forming the PortChannel  

 

E. A dot1q trunk between the vPC peers  

 

F. A management port that can be used as peer-keepalive link to resolve dual-active scenarios.  

 

Answer: A,B,C,D  

 

 

Question No : 20 

Which command is used to determine if a host has logged in to the Fibre Channel fabric?  

 

A. show flogi database  

 

B. show system fc login  

 

C. show npv flogi-table  

 

D. show npv fcns database  

 

E. show interface vfc X flogi  

 

F. show interface flogi  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 21 

Which attribute is used to pass the user role back to the Nexus when remote AAA is enabled?  

 

A. Cisco AV-pair  

 

B. TACACS+ or RADIUS ack frame role attribute  

 

C. DH-CHAP challenge attribute  

 

D. privilege level attribute  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 22 

Which option describes the default roles available to RBAC on Cisco Nexus switches?  

 

A. admin, operator, network-admin, and network-operator  

 

B. admin, read-only, network-admin, and network-operator  

 

C. vdc-admin, vdc-operator, network-admin, and network-operator  

 

D. vdc-admin, vdc-operator, network-admin, and network-operator (for Nexus 7000) and network-admin 

and network-operator (for other Nexus switches)  

 

E. admin and read-only  

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question No : 23 

Which three statements best describe HSRP configuration on Cisco Nexus switches? (Choose three.)  

 

A. In a vPC topology, the primary HSRP router will respond to ARP requests, but both HSRP routers will 

forward data traffic. No additional configuration is required.  

 

B. In a vPC topology, the primary HSRP router will respond to ARP requests, but both HSRP routers will 

forward data traffic if the peer-gateway feature is enabled.  

 

C. You can configure two overlapping HSRP groups to load share traffic from the connected hosts while 

providing the default router redundancy.  
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